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VIBRO·ACOUSTIC MODELLING OF HERMETIC RECIPROCATING 
COMPRESSORS 
Leon GAVRIC 
CETIM • Departement Acoustique lndustrielle 
52, Avenue Felix Louat, 60300 SENLIS- FRANCE 
ABSTRACT 
The paper describes a vibro·acoustic model of small hermetically sealed 
reciprocating refrigeration compressors. The model has been developed by CETIM 
under the sponsorship of a working group composed of representatives of the french 
refrigeration industry. The model comprises three distinct parts: dynamics of 
compressor unit, gas pulsation (internal acoustics) and sound radiation (external 
acoustics). The input data are the thermodynamic parameters, mechanical 
parameters and the geometry of the compressor. The output is the vibration of the 
compressor shell and piping, gas pulsation generated by the compressor and finally 
the acoustic power radiated into the surroundings. The developed models are linked 
together within a single interactive computer programme (COMP_HER). Compared 
with the measurement results, the programme has been found to produce reliable 
results within the 0·1 000 Hz frequency band. 
INTRODUCTION 
French refrigeration equipment manufacturers have been sponsoring the applied 
research in the field of generation, transmission and radiation of noise for 8 years 
already. An industrial research institution, CETIM -"Technical Centre for Mechanical 
Engineering" organises and partially executes these research tasks. The 
development engineers from industry and the researchers of CETIM work together in 
order to reduce the noise and vibration harshness of the refrigeration machinery and 
equipment. The working group -"Noise reduction of refrigerating compressors" 
steers the research concerning vibro-acoustic modelling, development of new 
measurement techniques, and reduction of noise emission of compressors and other 
refrigeration machinery. The present paper describes a vibro-acoustic model of a 
reciprocating refrigerating compressor developed by CETIM under the sponsorship of 
its industrial partners. The theoretical results are used to write an interactive 
computer code, which permits the evaluation of vibrations, gas pulsations and 
radiated sound power of the refrigerating compressors during the design stage. At 
the present time, the code is used by two compressor manufacturers. 
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VIBRO-ACOUSTIC MODEL OF RECIPROCATING HERMETIC COMPRESSORS 
About the development strategy 
The accuracy of a numerical simulation of the vibro-acoustic behaviour of a machine 
depends on the type, the complexity of the mathematical model and the reliability of 
the input data. Generally, complex models need a large amount of reliable input data. 
Very often a lack, of reliable input data concerning the material properties and the 
boundary conditions etc. , decreases the accuracy of the simulation results. So, when 
the model attains some degree of complexity, it becomes useless for a non-
specialist. The goal of the research work, presented in this paper, was to develop an 
appropriate vibro-acoustic model (and the corresponding computer code), which 
permits a non-specialist in acoustics to predict the vibration, the gas pulsation and 
the sound radiation of small hermetic reciprocating compressors. 
Dynamics and vibrations of compressor 
The whole unit is represented by two rigid bodies: the inner compressor body and the 
encapsulating shell. The two are interconnected by springs and pipes which provide 
the necessary elastic suspension of the inner body. These parts are represented by 
their elastic and inertial properties. The pipes are modelled using a custom-built finite 
element model, while the springs are modelled as distributed waveguides. 
, ___ _ 
Figure 1. -Dynamics and vibration model of a hermetic refrigerating compressor. 
Left- the model comprises two rigid bodies linked with pipes, springs and other elastic elements. 
Middle - the inner rigid body is excited by the compressing mechanism in movement. 
Right- inertial forces generated by the slider-crank mechanism of compressor. 
By using such modelling method both the low-frequency dynamics of the compressor 
and the resonances occurring within the elastic suspension elements at high 
frequencies are taken into account. 
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Gas pulsations or internal acoustics of compressor 
The gas pulsations in the suction and discharge lines are modelled using the simple 
acoustic elements: acoustic volumes, finite and semi-infinite pipes and acoustic 
cavities. The interior of the compressor shell is considered as an equivalent acoustic 
cavity. 
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Figure 2. - The modelling of gas pulsation is done using simple acoustic elements, like: volumes, 
finite and infinite pipes, cavities, etc. Left- the model of the suction line comprises: two acoustic 
volumes, two finite pipes , acoustic cavity and one semi-infinite pipe. Right- the model of the 
discharge line comprises two acoustic volumes, three finite pipes and one semi-infinite pipe. 
The lines are excited by the fluctuation of the gas volume (i.e. the acoustic volume) 
generated by the compressor cylinder. The generation of acoustic volumes is 
computed in time domain, and then transformed to the frequency domain using the 
Fourier series development. The geometry of the "slider-crank" mechanism and the 
simplified valve kinematics are used in the time domain computation. The opening 
and closing of the valves are considered to be instantaneous. The incompressible 
flow model is used when the passage of the gas through the valves is simulated. 
Sound radiation or external acoustics of compressor 
The sound radiation model is based on a superposition of simple acoustic radiators: 






Figure 3. - The sound radiation model is based on superposition of one acoustic monopole and 
three acoustic dipoles. Left- the sound radiation model (vibrating and pulsating sphere). 
Middle- the acoustic monopole (pulsating sphere) Right- the acoustic dipole (vibrating sphere). 
The input of this model is the dynamic loading of the shell due to the transmitted 
vibratory forces and internal gas pulsations. 
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COMPARISON OF SIMULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Validation measurement set-up 
In order to validate the developed models and the associated computer software, the 
results of simulations are compared to the measurement results. The vibration of the 
compressor shell (in three directions), the gas pulsations in suction line and in 
discharge line, the acoustic pressure measured at one point and the radiated sound 
power are considered. 
Figure 4. - Measurement set-up used for validation of vibro-acoustic software developed in CETIM 
(left- 0. 1 kW compressor; right- 2 kW compressor). The measured quantities are: vibration of the 
shell, gas pulsation in discharge and suction lines, acoustic pressure and radiated acoustic power. 
The measurements and simulations were carried out on two different compressors 
(-0.1 kW and -2.0 kW) using different refrigerating fluids (R134a and R22). Two 
different operating thermodynamic conditions, recommended by ARI and CECOMAF 
standards, are used. Compared with the measurement results, the computation 
programme has been found to provide reliable results within the 0-1000 Hz frequency 
band. Both, the global (integrated) value and the frequency distribution of results 
obtained by the simulation agree well with the measured values. 
In order to test the sensitivity of the simulation software to the structural design 
changes, the 0.1 kW- compressor was modified. Three design modmcations were 
realised to enable the test of three vibro-acoustic phenomena modelled (vibration, 
gas pulsation and acoustic radiation). The changes of vibro-acoustic behaviour of the 
compressors predicted by the computer simulations are confirmed by the 
measurement results. 
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Vibration, gas pulsation and sound radiation of compressor 
The vibration measurements are performed using six accelerometers. The vibrations 
of the compressor shell are evaluated in six points corresponding to three orthogonal 
directions (left-right, up-down, etc ... ). 
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Figure 5. - Comparison of computation and experimental results for vibration of the 0. 1 kW 
compressor shell (left- direction of the piston; right- vertical direction). The measurement results are 
denoted by a dotted line, while the results of computation are represented by a solid line. 
The global shape of the measured and computed spectra match correctly. The low 
frequency vibrations are caused by the inertial forces due to "slider-crank" 
mechanism, while the higher frequencies of shell vibration are generated by gas 
pulsation in the suction line (in the cavity of the compressor shell). 
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Figure 6. - Comparison of computation and experimental results for gas pulsation of o. 1 kW 
compressor (left discharge line ; right suction line). The measurement results are denoted by a dotted 
line, while the results of computation are represented by asolid line. 
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The gas pulsations are measured in suction and discharge lines using the dynamic 
pressure sensors. Both lines are equipped with the devices providing non-reflective 
conditions for the gas pulses generated by the compressor. 
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Figure 7. - Sound pressure evaluated in a single point and sound power radiated by the o. 1 kW 
compressor shell. The measurement results are denoted by a dotted line, while the results of 
computation are represented by a solid line. 
The measurements of sound pressure were carried out in chambers with absorbing 
walls. The radiated acoustic power is evaluated by integrating the measured acoustic 
intensity vectors over a surface enclosing the compressor. The sound power was 
evaluated using the third octave band measurements. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The vibro-acoustic behaviour of hermetic reciprocating compressors is defined by 
three distinct phenomena: vibration (dynamics), gas pulsation (internal acoustics) and 
sound radiation (external acoustics). Compared with the measurements, the newly 
developed simulation tool provides reliable results within the 0-1000 Hz frequency 
band. 
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